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Details of Visit:

Author: Ashbee1888
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 14 Jan 2015 19:30
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 400
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Kinky Alex
Website: http://kinkyalex.co.uk/

The Premises:

An elegantly appointed apartment in central London, with a very spacious bedroom, dominated
(ha!) by a large, metal-framed bed. Directions were very clear. The area feels safe and discreet,
and easily accessible by public transport.

The room and bathroom were both luxurious, with clean towels in the bathroom, and fresh linen on
the bed, together with a tall cheval mirror, easily repositioned for best visual impact, and a large
cupboard full of a delightful range of well chosen implements. 

The Lady:

Alex in real life more than lives up to the expectations set by her very professional and
comprehensive website. She looks exactly as she does in her gallery of photos, standing about 5' 7"
in her stockinged feet, long hair, 34B breasts, in her twenties, fair, smooth skin, and with an
exceptionally gorgeous bottom. 

The Story:

My session really started with my first contact via Alex's website. As a complete novice to spanking
and BDSM, I was apprehensive about documenting what I was looking for, mainly because I didn't
precisely know. Alex was very understanding and seems very knowledgable and I felt as though I
was in expert hands. As a newbie, I wanted to understand both giving and receiving discipline from
a range of implements, as I think it's important to understand what it's like to be on the other end of
a cane, or crop, or flogger in order to know how to use it skilfully.

I described my ideas for our session (schoolgirl and teacher), and she had clearly read it carefully
when I arrived. We discussed the scene and any limits - all documented on her website, so no
surprises. The main idea was for her to persuade me to punish her, then switch to give me the
same. After I'd showered, we started with me spanking her truly luscious backside, moving on to
cane, tawse, plimsoll, belt, crop and cloggers (two varieties), first giving, then receiving, and ending
with face sitting and full sex. Alex's role playing was excellent, and she managed the transition from
submissive to domina extremely well.

She is clearly bright and intuitive, can certainly hold an intelligent conversation, and seems
genuinely interested in kink and related subjects.
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I will definitely be going back, and would recommend Alex unreservedly. 
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